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 Indeed, centuries of conflict between the state and any form of intermediate bodies explain the strong 
centralisation in France; The central government fought successively against : 
- regional governments and religious minorities (Protestants and Jews) during the Old Regime, 
- the corporations, and the Church and its congregations, which ran non-profit schools and hospitals until the 
1789 Revolution.  
- during the 19th century, the State fought against the labour movement and the political associations. It is 
only at the turning point of the 20th century, that the third sector ceased to be illegal, with the still-living 1901 
Act. 
This historical sketch explains why most of the non-profit sector is relatively recent. 
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 Three levels of local government exist in France: the communes (about 36.000), the départements  (96), 
and the régions (22). 
3
 Aide sociale  is the term used for the social welfare money or in-kind transfers outside the Social Security 
scheme. It is based on the principle of assistance and proximity, as opposed to insurance on which social 
security schemes rely. It is financed by taxes and not by social contribution. 
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 Which has received a transfer of funds.  
























































 That is most of all associations run by the 1901 Act, since there are very few foundations in France (less 
than 500). Mutuals also play a significant role in running social establishments.  
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6The "school war" is one of the most ancient and sensible quarrels which agitates France from time to time 
throughout the 19th and the 20th centuries. From a monopoly of the church in the field of education till the 
19th century to a republican school fighting against the catholic influence during the first part of the 20th 
century, the education sector in France takes roots in a tumultuous history. Indeed, after the 1905 
Disestablishment of the Church, the conflict between Catholicism and republican ideology focused on school 
and became more and more political. Even nowadays, the position towards private schools is still a sensitive 
issue between the Right and the Left. 
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7The average per capita income of elderly people is now higher than the average per capita income of the 
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 The Département is the level of local government that is the more active in financing social services, 
through Aide sociale.  
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